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Abstract
Mundet i Riera proved at [Mun14] that the diffeomorphism group of particular compact manifolds are not
Jordan by exhibiting subgroups isomorphic to extra-special p-groups of exponent p for primes p satisfying
some conditions. Generalising the methods of that paper, we construct a compact connected smooth real
manifold for every natural number r whose diffeomorphism group contains not only every extra-special p-
group, but also every special p-group of order pr independently of its exponent for every prime p. We obtain
a similar statement about finite Heisenberg groups as well as we display a very explicit counterexample to
the conjecture of Ghys about Jordan property of diffeomorphism group of compact manifolds.
1 Introduction
One approach to study (infinite) groups is via their finite subgroups. A group G is called a Jordan group if there
exists a positive integer JG, depending only on G, such that every finite subgroup K of G contains a normal
abelian subgroup whose index in K is at most JG [Pop11, Definition 2.1]. This definition was motivated by the
classical result of Jordan from 1877 stating that the group GLn(C) is Jordan [Jor77]. Determining if the Jordan
property holds for the group of (birational) automorphisms of varieties or for the group of diffeomorphisms of
manifolds is an active area with many affirmative answers and counterexamples. Ghys conjectured that the
diffeomorphism group of every compact smooth manifold is Jordan [Fis08, §13.1]. This was shown to be true
for compact manifolds of dimension at most 3 [Zim14, Theorem 1], for acyclic manifolds, for connected compact
manifolds with non-zero Euler characteristic, and for integral homology spheres [Rie18, Theorem 1.2]. Other
examples can be found at [CPS14, §1] and [Rie18, §1.1].
On the other hand, Zarhin gave the first example of an algebraic variety whose birational automorphism
group is not Jordan, namely the direct product of an elliptic curve and the projective line [Zar14, Theorem 1.2.].
To show the failure of the Jordan property, Zarhin used actions of certain analogues of the Heisenberg group
introduced by Mumford in 1966. Since then, these groups have served as the base of mainly all constructions
producing non-Jordan groups. A prominent example is the first counterexample to Ghys’ conjecture: in 2014,
Csiko´s, Pyber, and Szabo´ showed that the diffeomorphism group of the compact 4-manifold T2 × S2 is not
Jordan by embedding an infinite family of 3-dimensional finite Heisenberg groups satisfying certain conditions
to the diffeomorphism group [CPS14, Theorem 1]. Based on this paper, Mundet i Riera found many other
counterexamples by embedding certain families of higher dimensional Heisenberg groups over rings of prime
order satisfying some number theoretical conditions to diffeomorphism groups of certain compact manifolds
[Mun14, Theorem 1.1]. These counterexamples to Ghys’ conjecture raise the following question.
Question 1.1. For which families F of finite groups does there exist a compact manifold M such that G ↪→
Diff(M) for every G ∈ F?
Dropping the requirements on the manifold, the problem is answered fully by Popov: there exists of a
non-compact 4-manifold whose diffeomorphism group contains an isomorphic copy of every finite(ly presented)
group [Pop15, Corollary 1]. However, in the compact case, we cannot hope for such an answer, because for
example the rank of an elementary abelian p-group acting on a compact connected manifold is bounded by the
dimension of the manifold [MS63, Theorem 2.5]. The question was also raised by Mundet i Riera in September
2018 for the family consisting of all 2-nilpotent p-groups of order pr for fixed r. While this is still open, in
this paper we answer the question affirmatively for two subfamilies where the index of maximal normal abelian
subgroup is not bounded: finite Heisenberg groups (Theorem 1.3) and special p-groups (Theorem 1.6) using
ideas from [Mun14].
∗The project leading to this application has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 741420). The author has received partial funding
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Definition 1.2. For any natural n, define the Heisenberg group H2n+1(R) of dimension 2n + 1 over a ring R
to be the multiplicative matrix group
H2n+1(R) :=
{(
1 a c
0 In b
0 0 1
)
: a ∈ R1×n, b ∈ Rn×1, c ∈ R
}
(1)
where In ∈ Rn×n is the identity matrix. Define the family H2n+1 := {H2n+1(Z/(d)) : d ∈ N+}.
Theorem 1.3. Question 1.1 has an affirmative answer for the family H2n+1 for every natural number n, i.e.
there is a smooth compact connected manifold having a faithful action via diffeomorphisms of every Heisenberg
group H2n+1(Z/(d)).
Remark 1.4. We show that T2n × U(5nn!) – the direct product of a torus and a unitary group – is such a
manifold. Since H2n+1(Z/(p)) contains an elementary p-group of rank n, no similar statement can hold for⋃∞
n=1H2n+1, so the restriction on the dimension is necessary. As noted above, [CPS14] proved Theorem 1.3 in
the case n = 1 for infinitely many d’s of the same parity, while [Mun14] proved it for general n but only for
H2n+1(Z/(p)) ∈ H2n+1 for big enough primes p satisfying p ≡ 1 (mod n+ 1).
The other result of this paper is about a different generalisation of the groups H3(Z/(p)) for prime p.
Definition 1.5. For a prime number p, a finite p-group S is said to be special, if either S is elementary abelian
or if its Frattini subgroup Φ(S), centre Z(S) and commutator subgroup [S, S] coincide and Φ(S) is elementary
abelian. A non-abelian special p-group with cyclic centre (i.e. of rank 1) is called extra-special. This is a
large natural class of p-groups whose importance is explained for example at [Suz82b, §4]. Define the family
Pr := {S : S special p-group, p prime, |S| = pr} for every natural number r.
Theorem 1.6. Question 1.1 has an affirmative answer for the family Pr for every natural number r, i.e. there
is a smooth compact connected manifold having a faithful action via diffeomorphisms of every special p-group of
order pr for every prime p.
Remark 1.7. The proof is constructive and a simple concrete example of Tr2+r ×U(5rbr/2c!)r can be obtained.
The necessary rank-dependency from [MS63, Theorem 2.5] prohibits considering the set
⋃∞
r=1 Pr of all special
p-groups, and is encoded in the condition on the order. In fact, Theorems 1.3 and 1.6 are both special cases of
Theorem 5.4 that we state and prove at §5. With the terminology above, [Zar14], [CPS14] and [Mun14] have
embedded special p-groups of rank 1 and exponent p with various restrictions on p. Theorem 1.6 shows that
every condition on the exponent and on p can be dropped while altering the rank arbitrarily.
Acknowledgement The author is thankful to La´szlo´ Pyber for the introduction to this topic, for the group
theoretical hints and for fruitful question, to Endre Szabo´ for the detailed discussions and insights about the
constructions and to Andra´s Szu˝cs for the discussion about the Chern character of vector bundles over torus.
Notations, conventions In this paper, the following notation is used. N+ is the set of positive integers,
N0 = {0} ∪ N+, S1 = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} is the 1-sphere. For n ∈ N+, Tn := (S1)n is the real n-torus,
TnC = (C/Λ)n is the complex torus of complex dimension n for Λ := Z+ iZ ⊂ C, µn := e2pii/k ∈ S1 is a primitive
nth root of unity, Zn := Z/nZ is the cyclic group of order n, SU(n) ⊆ U(n) ⊆ Cn×n the compact group of
n × n special unitary, respectively unitary matrices. For a ring R, R× denotes the multiplicative group of
invertible elements of a ring R. For a topological space X, K0(X) is the complex K-theory of X, H•(X,R) :=⊕
k∈N0 H
k(X,R) is the cohomology ring with coefficients from R (with ^-product as multiplication). We
embed H•(X,Z) ⊆ H•(X,Q) in the natural way. The Chern character is denoted by ch : K0(X)→ H•(X,Q).
Denote the automorphism group of the object X in the category of differentiable real manifolds by Diff(X) and
of complex manifolds by Bih(X). For binary operations k, by G0 1 G1 2 . . . nGn we mean the following order
(. . . ((G0 1 G1) 2 G2) . . . ) n Gn. We apply maps from the left, denote by f1 × f2 the direct product of two
maps, and apply group commutators in the following order: [g, h] := g−1h−1gh.
2 Overview
In this section, we overview the main steps of the proof and the structure of the paper. The proof uses
two key ingredients. The first one (Lemma 2.2) reduces the problem to vector bundles over a fixed base
space. The second one is a structural description of the groups involved (Lemma 2.8/2.9) and reduces both
problems further to a smaller well-described family Sn,m of finite groups.
Definition 2.1. Let C be the category of smooth real manifolds or that of complex manifolds. Let pi ∈
HomC(E,X) be a complex vector bundle. Let AutpiC(E) be subgroup consisting of elements ϕ ∈ AutC(E) for
which there exists (a unique) ϕpi ∈ AutC(X) such that ϕpi ◦ pi = pi ◦ ϕ and ϕ acts C-linearly on the fibres of
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pi. We say group G acts on pi by vector bundle morphisms, and write % : G  pi, if there are group morphisms
% : G → AutpiC(E) and % : G → AutC(X) such that (%(g))pi = %(g) for every g ∈ G. In this case, we say that %
lifts %.
The first key ingredient is extracted from the main flow of [Mun14]. This statement reduces the problem of
finding actions of a fixed compact manifold, to that of vector bundles requiring a priori to have trivial Chern
character, fixed rank and fixed base space.
Lemma 2.2 ([Mun14]). Let X be a smooth real manifold of dimension N such that K0(X) is torsion free.
Let pi : E → X be a complex vector bundle of rank r ≥ N/2 with ch(pi) ∈ H0(X,Q). Let a finite group G act
faithfully on pi by vector bundle morphisms. Then there is a faithful action of G on the compact space X ×U(r)
by diffeomorphisms.
Proof. First we claim that pi is the trivial vector bundle. Indeed, note that the Chern character ch : K0(X)→
H•(X,Q) is injective by using [AH61, Corollary §2.4]. Let θ the trivial line bundle over X. Then ch([pi]−[θ⊕r]) =
0 ∈ H•(X,Q) by assumption. Thus [pi]− [θ⊕r] = 0 ∈ K(X), so by [Par08, Proposition 2.1.5(ii)], there is m ∈ N0
such that pi⊕ θ⊕m ∼= θ⊕(r+m). Finally, since r ≥ N/2, [Hus93, Part II, §9.1, Theorem 1.5] implies that pi ∼= θ⊕r
is trivial as claimed.
pi has a Hermitian metric h0 by [Par08, Corollary 1.7.10 ]. Taking the average, we obtain a G-invariant metric
h on pi defined by h(v1, v2) :=
1
|G|
∑
g∈G h0(g · v1, g · v2) for any v1, v2 ∈ pi−1(x) for x ∈ X. Let 〈·, ·〉 be the
usual Hermitian inner product on Cr and consider the h-unitary frame bundle of pi, FU :=
∐
x∈X{(Cr, 〈·, ·〉)→
(pi−1(x), h) linear isometry} → X. Since G leaves h invariant, G acts on FU by precomposition. This action is
faithful because the one on pi is so. FU is a principal U(r)-bundle, but since pi is trivial by the claim, so is FU .
Hence FU = X ×U(r) has a faithful G-action as claimed.
Remark 2.3. An analogous statement with X × SU(r + 1) can be proved in the exact same way using the
injection U(r)→ SU(r+ 1) without further calculation or assumptions on G, c.f. [Mun14, Lemma 2.2, and §3].
The second key ingredient is a structural description of families in question. Both H2n+1 and Pr can be
obtained from a list of finite groups using central product of groups recursively.
Definition 2.4. Let (m, d) ∈ N2+. For any 0 ≤ j < d integer, define the following groups:
E(d, j) := 〈α, β, γ : αd = βd = γj , γd = [α, γ] = [β, γ] = 1, [α, β] = γ〉 (2)
and let Ed := {E(d, j) : 0 ≤ j < d}. Denote by Am,d the set of finite abelian groups A whose minimal generating
set is of size m and has an element of order d.
Remark 2.5. E(d, 0) is the Heisenberg-group of order d3 of dimension 3 over Z/(d). For d = p prime, E(p, 0),
E(p, 1) is the complete list of extra-special p-groups of order p3 (of exponent p and p2 respectively).
Definition 2.6 ([Suz82a, §2.4, pp. 137–140]). Let G1 and G2 be groups. For an isomorphism ϕ : D1 → D2
between central subgroups Di ⊆ Z(Gi), define a normal subgroup Kϕ := {(z, ϕ(z)−1) : z ∈ D1} ⊆ G1 × G2.
Then the quotient G1 ϕ G2 := G1 × G2/Kϕ is called the (external) central product of G1 and G2 along ϕ
amalgamating the central subgroups D1 and D2. Call ϕ a maximal central isomorphism, if the only isomorphism
between central subgroups of G1 and G2 extending ϕ is ϕ itself.
Definition 2.7. For (n,m) ∈ N2+, let Sn,m be the set of finite groups G which can be written as
G ∼= E1 ϕ1 E2 ϕ2 . . . ϕn−1 En ϕn A (3)
for some (E1, . . . , En, A) ∈ (Ed)n × Am,d for some d ∈ N+ where all of the underlying amalgamations ϕi are
maximal central isomorphism (c.f. Definition 2.6), namely they identify cyclic subgroups of order d. Finally, for
r ∈ N+ and a finite subset I ⊂ N2+, define a set of finite groups by
SrI :=
{
S ≤
r∏
i=1
Gi : Gi ∈
⋃
(n,m)∈I
Sn,m, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
}
. (4)
The next structural results enables to restrict our attention to the family Sn,m, because the direct product
of actions of such groups yields action of SrI as detailed at Theorem 5.4.
Lemma 2.8. For every n ∈ N+, H2n+1 ⊆ S1I where I := {(n, 1)} (c.f. (4) and Definition 1.2).
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Proof. Pick d ∈ N+ arbitrarily and define matrices from H2n+1(Z/(d)) that have only a single non-zero entry
(apart from the main diagonal): for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let αk ∈ H2n+1 have 1 at the (1, k + 1)-entry, let βk ∈
H2n+1 have 1 at the (k + 1, n + 2)-entry, and let γ ∈ H2n+1 have 1 at the (1, n + 2)-entry. Let Ek :=
〈αk, βk, γ〉 ⊆ H2n+1(Z/(d)), and let A := 〈γ〉. Short calculation shows that E1E2 . . . EnA = H2n+1(Z/(d))
and [Ek, El] = [Ek, A] = 1 for k 6= l, so by [Suz82a, (4.16)], H2n+1(Z/(d)) is an (internal) central product of
E1, . . . , En, A. Since Ek ∼= E(d, 0) from (2) and for any k 6= l Ek ∩ El = Ek ∩ A = A = Z(Ek) ∼= Zd, we have
H2n+1(Zd) ∈ Sn,1 ⊆ S1I .
Lemma 2.9 (Suzuki). For every r ∈ N+, Pr ⊆ SrI where I := {(n,m) ∈ N2+ : 2n + m ≤ max(r, 3)} (c.f. (4)
and Definition 1.5).
Proof. Let S be a special p-group of order pr whose centre is of size |Z(S)| = ps. It is enough to exhibit groups
Gi ∈ Sni,mi for 1 ≤ i ≤ s for some (ni,mi) ∈ N2+ such that S ≤
∏s
i=1Gi and 2ni +mi ≤ max(r, 3).
If S is elementary abelian, i.e. S ∼= Zsp, let Gi := E(p, 0) ϕ Zp ∼= E(p, 0) ∈ S1,1 =: Sni,mi where ϕ is any
isomorphism between the centres. Since Zp ∼= Z(Gi) ≤ Gi and 2ni +mi = 3, this case is done.
Otherwise S is a non-abelian group. Then by [Suz82b, proof of Theorem 4.16(ii), Theorem 4.18], there are
central subgroupsKi ⊆ Z(S) such thatGi := S/Ki are of the form (3) for (E1, . . . , En, A) ∈ {E(p, 0), E(p, 1)}ni×
{Zmip ,Zmi−1p ×Zp2} ⊆ (Ep)ni ×Ami,p for some (ni,mi) ∈ N2+ for 1 ≤ i ≤ s. In particular, Gi ∈ Sni,mi from (3).
Finally we only need to show that 2ni +mi ≤ max(r, 3) holds which is done using a simple counting argument.
We know that |E(p, i)| = p3, |A| ≥ pmi for any p-group A ∈ Ami,p because mi is the minimal number of
generators, and that the ni amalgamations are all along Zp. Thus we have |Gi| ≥ (p3)nipmi/pni = p2ni+mi . On
the other hand pr = |S| ≥ |S/Ki|, so comparing the two inequalities we conclude 2ni +mi ≤ r as required.
The overall picture of the proof of Theorems 1.3, 1.6 is the following. Lemma 2.8, 2.9 reduce the problem to
find faithful actions of elements of Sn,m on a fixed manifold. Then Lemma 2.2 reduces the problem from fixed
manifolds to (potentially different) vector bundles having trivial Chern character whose rank and base space
depends only on (n,m).
In §3 we introduce a general way to obtain faithful actions of iterated central products of groups. This reduces
further the problem to find faithful actions only for the members of Ed and Am,d from (2) from Definition 2.4.
In §4 we construct several actions of every member of Sn,m on various vector bundles over TnC using §3 such
that they all lift the same actions on TnC. In §5, using number theoretic arguments, a suitable combination of
Whitney sums and tensor products of the vector bundles constructed at §4 produces a faithful action on a vector
bundle over T2n that has trivial Chern character whose rank depending only on (n,m). In light of the reduction
steps described above, this establishes Theorem 5.4 which is a common generalisation of Theorem 1.3, 1.6.
To review the necessary theory, the author found the following books useful: [Suz82a], [Suz82b] for finite
group theory, [Hat17], [Hus93] for vector bundles, [Par08] for K-theory, and [BL04] for holomorphic bundles
over complex torus.
3 Induced central product action on external direct products
In this section we introduce a general way to construct a faithful action of central product of groups on the
external tensor product bundle from two faithful actions on arbitrary vector bundles. This enables building
faithful actions of iterated central products recursively.
Definition 3.1. Let % : G  pi be from Definition 2.1. Define B(%) := G/ ker(%) and write %̂ for the induced
action of B(%) on X, define a subgroup D(%) of G as the set of g ∈ ker(%) for which there exists a scalar λ%(g)
such that %(g) acts on every fibre of pi as multiplication by λ%(g) and denote the corresponding group morphism
by λ% : D(%) → C×. Finally, if % is faithful, then D(%) ⊆ Z(G) and in this case, let Z¯(%) := Z(G)/D(%). To
summarise, we have a commutative diagram of groups with exact first row. We shall refer to the non-dashed
part as the diagram of the action %.
1 ker(%) G B(%) 1
D(%) C× AutpiC(E) AutC(X)
%% %̂
λ% (−)pi
(5)
Definition 3.2. Let pii : Ei → Xi be vector bundles for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let pi : X1×X2 → Xi be the projection map
to the ith coordinate. Define the external tensor product of bundles pii by E1E2 := p∗1(E1)⊗ p∗2(E2) pi1pi2−−−−−→
X1 ×X2.
Lemma 3.3. Actions %i : Gi  pii on vector bundles pii : Ei → Xi for i ∈ {1, 2} induce a natural action
%1 %2 : G1 × G2  pi1pi2 for which %1 %2 = %1 × %2 and ker(%1 %2) = {(g1, g2) ∈ D(%1) × D(%2) :
λ%1(g1)λ%2(g2) = 1}.
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Proof. The natural G1 ×G2-action on E1E2 using the linearity on the fibres is given by
%1 %2 : (g1, g2) 7→ (e1 ⊗ e2 7→ %1(g1)(e1)⊗ %2(g2)(e2)) where E1E2 =
∐
(x1,x2)∈X1×X2
pi−11 (x1)⊗C pi−12 (x2)
while on X1 ×X2 by %1 %2 := %1 × %2. It is straightforward to check that these definitions give rise to actions
by vector bundle morphisms.
For the statement about the kernel, first note that ker(%1 %2) ⊆ ker(%1 %2) = ker(%1 × %2) = ker(%1) ×
ker(%2). Now suppose g = (g1, g2) ∈ ker(%1 %2). Then by above gi ∈ ker(%i), and for every e1 ⊗ e2 ∈ E1E2,
e1 ⊗ e2 = %1(g1)(e1) ⊗ %2(g2)(e2). This means from the identification of the tensor product, that there is
µ(e1, e2) ∈ C× such that %1(g1)(e1) = µ(e1, e2)e1 and %2(g2)(e2) = µ(e1, e2)−1e2. Since the left-hand side of
the first equation is independent of e2, so must be µ(e1, e2). Similarly from the second equation we see that
µ(e1, e2) is independent of e1. Thus for some µ ∈ C× for every for every ei ∈ Ei, we have %1(g1)(e1) = µe1 and
%2(g2)(e2) = µ
−1e2. Thus by definition, gi ∈ D(%i) and λ%1(g1)λ%2(g2) = µµ−1 = 1. On the other hand, every
such element belongs to ker(%1 %2).
Definition 3.4. Fix actions %i : Gi  pii for i ∈ {1, 2}. For central subgroups Di ⊆ Z(Gi)∩D(%i), call a group
isomorphism ϕ : D1 → D2 amalgamable for %1 and %2 if λ%1 = λ%2 ◦ϕ on D1. The set A(%1, %2) of amalgamable
maps form a poset where ϕ1 ≤ ϕ2 if and only if ϕ1 is a restriction of ϕ2.
Lemma 3.5. Let G1 ϕ G2 be given with amalgamation ϕ : D1 → D2 and assume that G1 is finite. Let
%1 : G1  pi1 be faithful such that D1 ⊆ D(%1). Then there exists z ∈ Z(G2) of order r := |D1| such that for
every action %2 : G2  pi2 satisfying z ∈ D(%2) with λ%2(z) = µr, we have ϕ ∈ A(%1, %2). If addition, ϕ is a
maximal central isomorphism (c.f. Definition 2.6), then it is maximal in the resulting A(%1, %2).
Proof. G1 is finite, so the image λ%1(D(%1)) ⊂ C× is also finite, hence is a cyclic group. Then from the
faithfulness of %1 we see that D(%1) is also cyclic, hence so is D1. Let z1 be a generator of D1, let z := ϕ(z1) ∈
Z(G2) which is a generator of D2 ⊆ Z(G2), because ϕ is an isomorphism. By the assumptions on %1, we my
assume λ%1(z1) = µr. On the other hand, if %2 : G2  pi2 satisfies z ∈ D(%2) with λ%2(z) = µr, then by
construction λ%1(z1) = µr = λ%2(ϕ(z1)), so λ%1 = λ%2 ◦ϕ. Finally, noting that z ∈ D(%2), we have D2 ⊆ D(%2),
so Di ⊆ Z(Gi) ∩D(%i), thus ϕ ∈ A(%1, %2).
For the second part, ϕ ≤ ϕ¯ in A(%1, %2), then ϕ¯ is an isomorphism between central subgroups of G1 and G2.
Thus if ϕ is a maximal central isomorphism, then ϕ = ϕ¯, showing that ϕ is maximal in A(%1, %2).
Proposition 3.6. Let %i : Gi  pii where pii : Ei → Xi for i ∈ {1, 2}. Then every ϕ ∈ A(%1, %2) induces a
natural action %1 ϕ %2 : G1 ϕ G2  pi1pi2 with diagram
1 ker(%1 ϕ %2) G1 ϕ G2 B(%1)×B(%2) 1
AutC(X1 ×X2)
%1ϕ%2 %̂1×%̂2 . (6)
If in addition both %1 and %2 are faithful, then the poset A(%1, %2) has a unique greatest element ϕ¯ for which
%1  %2 := %1 ϕ¯ %2 is faithful with Z¯(%1  %2) ∼= Z¯(%1)× Z¯(%2).
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ A(%1, %2). By Definitions 2.6, 3.4 and Lemma 3.3, we have Kϕ ⊆ ker(%1 %2), hence %1 %2
indeed induces an action of G1×G2/Kϕ = G1 ϕG2 on pi1pi2 which we denote by % := %1 ϕ %2. By definitions,
the diagrams (5) of these actions gives rise to the following commutative diagram (7) of groups with all rows
and the leftmost two columns being short exact. (We omit displaying the first and last trivial groups of the
short exact sequences.) Then by the nine lemma, the commutative diagram can be completed with a short
exact right column. Hence B(%1)×B(%2) ∼= B(%) is compatible with the action as stated.
Kϕ Kϕ 1
ker(%1)× ker(%2) G1 ×G2 B(%1)×B(%2)
AutC(X1 ×X2)
ker(%) G1 ϕ G2 B(%)
%1×%2 %̂1×%̂2
' ηϕ
% %̂
(7)
For the second part, note that the projections pi : ker(%1 %2)→ D(%i) are bijections by Lemma 3.3 and the
faithfulness of %i. Thus ϕ¯ := p2 ◦ p−11 : Im(p1) → Im(p2) is in A(%1, %2) by Definition 3.4. On the other hand,
Kϕ¯ = ker(%1 %2) so is indeed maximal in A(%1, %2) and has kernel ker(%1%2) = ker(%1 %2)/Kϕ¯ = 1, so %1%2
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is indeed faithful. Similarly to Lemma 3.3, for any ϕ ∈ A(%1, %2), we have D(%1 ϕ %2) = D(%1) × D(%2)/Kϕ
and on the other hand Z(G ϕ G) = Z(G1) × Z(G2)/Kϕ. Hence using the nine lemma as above (or the third
isomorphism theorem) for ϕ = ϕ¯ gives Z¯(%1  %2) ∼= Z¯(%1)× Z¯(%2).
Remark 3.7. Lemma 3.5 together with Proposition 3.6 essentially state that given %1, we can choose %2 suitably
so that the resulting action is of the predefined central product of these two groups and is also faithful.
4 Constructing actions on holomorphic bundles over torus
For every (n,m) ∈ N2+ and every G ∈ Sn,m we construct in two ways several actions of G on bundles over
TnC lifting the exact same action on TnC . These bundles depend on G but their rank depends only on (n,m).
The first construction uses §3 and recursion to yield a faithful action and a (typically non-faithful) action
on a line bundle (Proposition 4.5). The second construction produces a (typically not faithful) G-action on
any pullback bundle along TnC → TnC/Z2nd ∼= TnC using a suitable surjection G→ Z2nd (Proposition 4.9). This
enables to control the Chern character well at §5.
In this section we work in the category of complex manifolds and holomorphic vector bundles. Actually for
the big picture, smooth vector bundles would be sufficient, but the former one is a bit more natural language
to use here. For the constructions, we use the elementary observation that for any z ∈ Zm of order, say r, there
is a generator g of Zm such that mr g = z. This follows from the fact the natural map Aut(Zm,+) ∼= (Z×m, ·)→
(Z×r , ·) ∼= Aut(Zr,+) is surjective.
Lemma 4.1. There is holomorphic line bundle ξ over T1C such that for every d ∈ N+ and every E ∈ Ed from
(2) and z ∈ Z(E) of order, say r, there is a faithful action % : E  ξd where ξd := ξ⊗d with diagram from (5):
1 ker(%) E Λd 1
Bih(T1C)
% νd=%̂
(8)
such that Z¯(%) = 1 and z ∈ D(%) with λ%(z) = µr, where we define Λd := ( 1dΛ)/Λ ∼= Z2d for Λ = Z + iZ ⊂ C,
and νd : l 7→ (t 7→ l + t).
Proof. First we construct ξd as a quotient of C2 as given by Appell–Humbert theorem described at [BL04, §2.2]
in great details. Let χ : C → C×, l 7→ exp(pii<(l)=(l)), where < and = are the real and imaginary parts. Let
〈v, l〉 := vl¯ be the usual Hermitian form on C and for every l ∈ C define the following holomorphic maps:
ϕ(l) : C2 → C2, (v, t) 7→ (v + l, χ(l)d exp(pi〈v, l〉+ pi2 〈l, l〉)dt)
and r2(l) : C2 → C2, (v, t) 7→ (v, exp(2piil)t). Short calculation shows that ϕ(l1 + l2) = ϕ(l1) ◦ ϕ(l2) ◦
r2(d=(l1)<(l2)) and hence ϕ(l1) ◦ ϕ(l2) = ϕ(l2) ◦ ϕ(l1) ◦ r2(d=〈l2, l1〉) for any (l1, l2) ∈ C2. In particular
we see that for additive groups H ∈ {Λ, 1dZ + iZ,Z + idZ} we have group actions ϕ|H : H → Bih(C2). Let
Ld := C2/(ϕ|Λ) be the orbit space. The projection to the first coordinate induces a holomorphic line bundle
ξd : Ld → T1C. Note that ξd = ξ⊗d1 , so we may put ξ := ξ1.
Next, we give a suitable action on ξd. Every (ϕ|Λ)-equivariant holomorphic map f : C2 → C2 induce natural
holomorphic maps [f ] : Ld → Ld and [f ] : T1C → T1C such that [f ]◦ξd = ξd ◦ [f ]. Note that z ∈ Z(E) = 〈γ〉 ∼= Zd,
so by the observation, we may pick a generator γ¯ of Z(E) such that γ¯d/r = z. Let 1 ≤ k < d with gcd(d, k) = 1
be given by γ¯k = γ and let j is given by E = E(d, j). Define an action % on ξd by specifying the following
biholomorphic maps on the generators from (2):
%(α) := [ϕ(kd ) ◦ r2( jkd2 )], %(β) := [ϕ( id ) ◦ r2( jkd2 )], %(γ) := [r2(kd )],
%¯(α) := [ϕ(kd )], %¯(β) := [ϕ(
i
d )], %¯(γ) := [ϕ(0)].
By above, we have %(α)d = [ϕ(k)◦r2( jkd )] = ϕ(γ)j = [ϕ(i)◦r2( jkd )] = %(β)d, [%(α), %(β)] = [r2(d=〈 id , kd 〉)] = %(γ)
and the rest of the defining relations of E at (2) are also satisfied similarly. To see faithfulness, suppose
an arbitrary αaβbγc ∈ E acts trivially. Then we may assume that 0 ≤ a, b, c < d and since %(αaβbγc) =
[ϕ(akd ) ◦ ϕ( bid ) ◦ r2(k j(a+b)+dcd2 )], we must have ak/d, bi/d, kj(a + b)/d2 + kc/d ∈ Z, but this is only possible if
a = b = c = 0 because gcd(d, k) = 1, hence the action is indeed faithful.
Finally we check the stated properties. By definition D(%) = 〈γ〉 = Z(E), so Z¯(%) = 1. We have an
isomorphism B(%) → Λd, g ker(%) 7→ l given by %(g) = [ϕ(l)]. By construction, γ¯ acts as multiplication by µd
on all fibres, so z = γ¯d/r acts as multiplication by µ
d/r
d = µr on all fibres as stated.
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Remark 4.2. The construction is built on the natural action of the Heisenberg group from [BL04, §6] (which
also appeared at [Zar14], [CPS14] and at [Mun14] in a smooth but not holomorphic version). Since this covers
only E(d, 0) ∈ Ed, we twisted the centre to include every other member of Ed that have exponent bigger than d.
Lemma 4.3. Denote by θ : C→ {0} the trivial holomorphic line bundle over the 1 point space. Let A ∈ Am,d
and let z ∈ A be arbitrary of order d. Then there is a faithful action %A,z : A  θ⊕m and a (typically not
faithful) action %′A,z : A  θ such that for both % ∈ {%A,z, %′A,z}, we have z ∈ D(%) with λ%(z) = µd and identical
corresponding diagram from (5):
1 ker(%) A 1 1
Bih({0})
% %̂
. (9)
Proof. Without loss of generality, let A =
∏m
i=1 Zni . Let z = (zi)mi=1 and di be the order of zi in Zni . Using
the Chinese remainder theorem to rearrange the elementary divisors, we may assume that di | dj for i ≤ j. Let
gi be the generator of Zni provided by the observation applied to zi ∈ Zni , hence nidi gi = zi. Let ei ∈ A be the
element whose component are all 0’s except the ith one where it is gi.
We define an action %A,z of A on Cm by giving it on the generating set {e1, . . . , em}. Let ei ∈ A act on the
jth coordinate of Cm as multiplication by µni if j = i; by µ
1−dm/dj
nm if j 6= i = m; and trivially otherwise. To see
that this action is faithful, assume that a :=
∑m
i=1 aiei acts trivially for some 0 ≤ ai < ni. Then by definition
the action on the mth coordinate of Cm is multiplication by µamnm = 1, so am = 0. Hence the action on the jth
coordinate for 1 ≤ j < m is multiplication by µajnj = 1, so aj = 0, thus a = 0, and faithfulness follows. Finally
z ∈ D(%) with λ%(z) = µd is clear, because by construction z =
∑m
i=1
ni
di
ei acts on the j 6= mth coordinate by
multiplication by µ
nj/dj
nj µ
(1−dm/dj)nm/dm
nm = µdm = µd and on the mth coordinate by µ
nm/dm
nm = µdm = µd.
To construct the other action %′A,z on C, we may take the invariant space of the mth factor of Cm of %A,z.
More explicitly, let ej act trivially for 1 ≤ j < m and let em act as multiplication by µnm .
In the rest of the paper, we use the following notation.
Definition 4.4. For n ∈ N+ and 1 ≤ k ≤ n, denote by pk : TnC → T1C the natural projection to the kth factor
and define ωk := p
∗
k(ω) where ω ∈ H2(T1C,Z) ∼= Z is a fixed generator. Let Γ•n ⊆ H•(TnC,Z) be the subring
generated by {1, ω1, . . . , ωn} where 1 ∈ H•(TnC,Z) is the multiplicative identity and let Γrn := Γ•n ∩H2r(TnC,Z).
Proposition 4.5. For every (n,m) ∈ N2+, G ∈ Sn,m with d ∈ N+ from (3), there exists a holomorphic line
bundle pil over TnC such that the first Chern class c1(pil) ∈ Γ1n, and there is an action %l : G  pil, and a faithful
action %f : G  pif where pif := pi⊕ml such that both actions have the same diagram from (5):
1 ker(%) G Λnd 1
Bih(TnC)
ηG
%G:=% ν:=νd×···×νd︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
(10)
where % ∈ {%f , %l} and νd : Λd → Bih(T1C) is given at (8).
Proof. Let ξd and θ be given by Lemma 4.1, 4.3. We claim that pil := ξ
n
d  θ and pif = %⊕ml ∼= ξnd (θ⊕m)
satisfy the statement. Note that c1(pil) = c1(ξ
n
d ) = c1(
⊗n
k=1 p
∗
k(ξd)) =
∑n
k=1 p
∗
k(c1(ξd)) = δ
∑n
k=1 ωk ∈ Γ1n
where c1(ξd) = δω. (Actually δ = ±d, but this is not relevant.)
For 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let Hk be the group obtained by taking only the first k groups at (3). We claim that
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, there is a faithful action %k : Hk  ξnd such that Z¯(%k) = 1. The case k = 1 is given by
Lemma 4.1. Else by induction there is a faithful action %k : Hk  ξ kd with Z¯(%k) = 1. The latter condition
implies that the domain of ϕk lies in D(%k), so Lemma 3.5 is applicable for Hk+1 = Hk ϕk Ek+1 and this
together with Lemma 4.1 gives a faithful action % : Ek+1  ξd with Z¯(%) = 1 such that ϕk is a maximal
element of A(%k, %). Then Proposition 3.6 produces a faithful action %k+1 = %k  % : Hk+1  ξ k+1d for which
Z¯(%k+1) ∼= Z¯(%k)⊕ Z¯(%) ∼= 1, so the claim is proved.
Finally, for G = Hn ϕn A, we define the required actions in a similar fashion. Lemma 4.3 produces a faithful
action % : A  θ⊕m and an action %′ : A  θ such that %f := %n  % : G  pif is faithful and %l := %n  % : G  pil
is an action by Lemma 3.5 and Proposition 3.6. The diagrams (10) corresponding to %f and %l are obtained
from the diagrams (8) and (9) using (6) following the above construction.
The second construction produces a (typically non-faithful) G-action on a vector bundle with predefined
Chern character.
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Lemma 4.6. Let n ∈ N+, Pn denote the set of non-empty subsets of {1, . . . , n}. Consider the polynomial ring
R[x1, . . . , xn] over a commutative ring R. Then for every f : Pn → R, there exist gJ : J → R for every J ∈ Pn
such that ∑
J∈Pn
∏
j∈J
(1 + gJ(j)xj) = 2
n − 1 +
∑
I∈Pn
f(I)
∏
i∈I
xi. (11)
Proof. Pick f : Pn → R. For J ∈ Pn, let gJ : J → R defined by gJ(max(J)) := h(J) := 1 − 2n−max(J) +∑
K≥J(−1)|K\J|f(K) and gJ(j) := 1 for j < max(J), where we make Pn a poset by defining I ≤ J if I ⊆ J and
max(I) = max(J). We claim that these gJ ’s satisfy the statement. Indeed, the constant terms of (11) match.
Pick I ∈ Pn. By expanding the brackets, the coefficient of
∏
i∈I xi at the left-hand side of (11) equals∑
J⊇I
∏
i∈I
gJ(i) =
∑
J⊇I,JI
1 +
∑
J≥I
h(J) =
∑
J≥I
∑
K≥J
(−1)|K\J|f(K) = f(I)
as required. Here the first equality follows from the definition of gJ , the second one from |{J ∈ Pn : J ⊇
I, J  I}| = 2n−|I| − 2max(I)−|I|, |{J ∈ Pn : J ≥ I}| = 2max(I)−|I|, the formula of h(J) and from the fact that
max(J) = max(I) for J ≥ I, while the last equation is the Exclusion-Inclusion principle (or more formally the
dual form of the Mo¨bius inversion formula for Pn where the Mo¨bius function is µ(J,K) = (−1)|K\J|).
Lemma 4.7. For any n ∈ N+ and for any γ ∈ Γ•n (c.f. Definition 4.4), there is a holomorphic vector bundle
piγ of rank n such that ch(piγ)− γ ∈ H0(TnC,Q).
Proof. Recall Definition 4.4 and let Pn as at Lemma 4.6. Using that ωk ^ ωk = p
∗
k(ω ^ ω) = p
∗
k(0) = 0 for
1 ≤ k ≤ n, we may write γ = γ0 + 2n− 1 +
∑
I∈Pn f(I)
∏
i∈I ωi for some γ0 ∈ H0(TnC,Q) and f : Pn → Z. Since
T1C is a compact Riemann surface, there is a holomorphic line bundle ψ over T1C such that c1(ψ) = ω. (Actually ψ
could be taken to be ξ⊗±1 from Lemma 4.1, but this is not relevant.) Let ψk := p∗k(ψ), a holomorphic line bundle
over TnC. Let gJ : Pn → Z by given by Lemma 4.6 for the f above, and define a holomorphic vector bundle over
TnC by piγ :=
⊕
J∈Pn
⊗
j∈J ψ
⊗gJ (j)
j . Note that ch(ψ
⊗a
j ) = exp(c1(p
∗
k(ψ0)))
a = exp(aωk) = 1 +aωk, so using that
ch is a ring morphism, by construction we conclude that ch(piγ) = γ − γ0, hence ch(piγ)− γ = γ0 ∈ H0(TnC,Q)
as required. Finally note that the rank of piγ is 2
n − 1 (independently of γ), but applying [Hus93, Part II, §9.1,
Theorem 1.5], we may assume that the rank of piγ is exactly n.
Remark 4.8. If we restrict our attention to smooth vector bundles over Tn, then Γ•n can be replaced by
H2•(Tn,Z) in the statement. In short, H2•(Tn,Z) ⊆ ch(K0(Tn)). A proof of this uses a similar construc-
tion from line bundles with the key observations being that H2(Tn) classifies sooth real line bundles and that
H2r(Tn,Z) ∼= ∧rH2(Tn,Z). Note that in this case the application of Lemma 4.6 can be replaced by basic
results from K-theory.
Proposition 4.9. For every (n,m) ∈ N2+, G ∈ Sn,m with d ∈ N+ from (3) and every χ ∈
⊕n
k=0 d
2kΓkn, there
exists a holomorphic vector bundle piχ over TnC of rank n with ch(piχ) − χ ∈ H0(X,Q) having a (typically not
faithful) action %χ : G  piχ such that %χ = %G from (10).
Proof. From the diagram (10), we have TnC/%G = TnC/ν, and since ν : Λnd → Bih(TnC), l 7→ (t 7→ l+ t), we further
have TnC/ν ∼= TnC. Let q : TnC → TnC/%G be the projection to the orbit space of %G. We construct the required
bundle together with a G-action in the form of the following pullback where the vector bundles are specified
below.
q∗(E) E E
TnC TnC/%G TnC.
piχ pi piγ
q
d
'
Note that by above, d is given by multiplication by d, so 
∗
d(ω) = d
2ω (c.f. Definition 4.4), thus the induced
map ∗d : Γ
k
n → Γkn is multiplication by d2k. Hence we may pick γ ∈
⊕n
r=0 Γ
r
n such that 
∗
d(γ) = χ. Now let
piγ be the vector bundle over TnC of rank n produced by Lemma 4.7 and let piχ := ∗d(piγ). By construction,
ch(piχ) − χ = ∗d(ch(piγ)) − ∗d(γ) ∈ ∗d(H0(TnC,Q)) = H0(TnC,Q) as required. The natural action induced
by the pullback structure along q induces the desired action %χ : G  piχ. In more details, by definition
q∗(E) = {(t, e) ∈ TnC ×E : q(t) = pi(e)} and since q(%G(g)(t)) = q(t) for every t ∈ TnC and g ∈ G, we may define
%χ : G→ Bih(q∗(E)), g 7→
(
(t, e) 7→ (%G(g)(t), e)
)
and %χ := %G.
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5 Proof of theorems
For every (n,m) ∈ N2+ and every G ∈ Sn,m, using number theoretic arguments (Lemma 5.1) obtained from
the modulo Waring problem, we combine the vector bundles of §4 using Whitney sums and tensor powers
to produce a faithful G-action on a vector bundle over T2n with trivial Chern character whose rank depend
only on (n,m) (while a priori the constructed bundle itself depends on G). Then Lemma 2.2 produces a fixed
compact manifold on which every member of Sn,m act faithfully and the direct product of such manifolds
has the property stated at Theorem 1.3/1.6. At the end, we investigate the simplest special case of the
construction of this paper to obtain a very explicit counterexample to Ghys’ conjecture (Remark 5.5).
Lemma 5.1. For every (n,m) ∈ N2+ there is N(n,m) ∈ N+ such that for every (δ1, . . . , δn) ∈ (Z\{0})n there is
a multiset A of integers of cardinality N(n,m) containing 1 with multiplicity at least m such that
∑
a∈A a
k ∈ δkZ
for every 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
Proof. For every k ∈ N+, denote by Mk the smallest positive integer M with the property that modulo any
natural number, −1 can be expressed as a sum of M (possibly involving 0’s) kth powers. The existence of this
follows from the modulo Waring problem and we have Mk ≤ 4k, see [HL22, p. 186, Theorem 12].
Pick (n,m) ∈ N2+. We show that N(n,m) := (m+ 1)
∏n
k=2(Mk + 1) satisfies the statement. For a multiset
A, let pk(A) :=
∑
a∈A a
k. Let A1 := {1(m),−m(1)}, the multiset containing 1 with multiplicity m and −m
with multiplicity 1. For any 2 ≤ k ≤ n, pick Bk of cardinality Mk such that pk(Bk) ≡ −1 (mod |δk|) which
is possible from the definition of Mk. Let Ak := {1(1)} + Bk the multiset obtained from Bk by increasing the
multiplicity of 1 by one. By construction, δk | pk(Ak) for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let A := A1 · . . . · An := {
∏n
k=1 ak :
1 ≤ k ≤ n, ak ∈ Ak}, a multiset of cardinality M(n,m) containing 1 with multiplicity at least m. Finally note
that δk | pk(Ak) |
∏n
i=1 pk(Ai) = pk(A) by construction for any 1 ≤ k ≤ n, so A is as required.
Proposition 5.2. For every (n,m) ∈ N2+, there is an integer R(n,m) ≥ n such that for every G ∈ Sn,m from
(3), there is a holomorphic vector bundle piG over TnC of rank R(n,m) with ch(piG) ∈ H0(TnC,Q) having a faithful
G-action %G : G  piG.
Proof. We show that R(n,m) := N(n,m)+n ≥ n satisfies the statement where N(n,m) ≥ m is from Lemma 5.1.
Pick G ∈ Sn,m arbitrarily and let d ∈ N+ be from (3). Let %f : G  pif be the faithful action, %l : G  pil be the
action on a line bundle provided by Proposition 4.5. Let A be the multiset of cardinality N(n,m) produced by
Lemma 5.1 for δk = d
2kk!, and let B be the multiset obtained from A by reducing the multiplicity of 1 exactly
by m. Now using that ch is a ring morphism, H2k(T2nC ,Z) = 0 for k > n and the convention 00 = 1, we have
χ := − ch(
⊕
a∈A
pi⊗al ) = −
∑
a∈A
ch(pil)
a = −
∑
a∈A
exp(ac1(pil)) = −
n∑
k=0
∑
a∈A
ak
k!
c1(pil)
k ∈
n⊕
k=0
d2kΓkn
because
∑
a∈A a
k ∈ d2kk!Z from the choice of A by Lemma 5.1 and c1(pil)k ∈ Γkn from Proposition 4.5. So
Proposition 4.9 is applicable and gives an action %χ : G  piχ. Define
piG := piχ ⊕ pif ⊕
⊕
b∈B
pi⊗bl = piχ ⊕
⊕
a∈A
pi⊗al , (12)
a vector bundle of rank n + N(n,m) = R(n,m) where the last quality of (12) follows from pif = pi
⊕m
l from
Proposition 4.5 and the definitions of A and B. Since %χ = %f = %l = %G from (10) by Proposition 4.5, 4.9,
the actions %χ, %f , %l induce a natural action on piG which is faithful because %f is. Finally note that ch(piG) =
ch(piχ) + ch(
⊕
a∈A pi
⊗a
l ) = ch(piχ)− χ ∈ H0(T2n,Q) by Proposition 4.9 as required.
Remark 5.3. Considering the exact bundle pil produced by the proof of Proposition 4.5 and noticing ξd = ξ
⊗d
1
and c1(ξ
n
1 )
k ∈ k!Γkn, we could have taken δk = dk in the proof above instead.
Theorem 5.4. Question 1.1 has an affirmative answer for SrI for every finite subset I ⊂ N2+ and r ∈ N+, more
concretely there exists a compact connected smooth manifold XI such that for every r ∈ N+, Diff(XrI ) contains
every element of SrI defined at (4).
Proof. We claim that XI :=
∏
(n,m)∈I T2n × U(R(n,m)) satisfies the statement where R(n,m) is given by
Proposition 5.2. Indeed, pick and arbitrary S ∈ SrI . By definition S is a subgroup of some
⊕r
k=1Gk where
Gk ∈
⋃
(n,m)∈I Sn,m. Thus it is enough to show that G ∈ Diff(T2n × U(R(n,m))) for G ∈ Sn,m. To see this,
apply Proposition 5.2 for G ∈ Sn,m to get a faithful action %G : G  piG. By forgetting the complex structure
on piG, we may consider it as a smooth real vector bundle over T2n. By construction, piG is a vector bundle
over T2n of rank R(n,m) ≥ n = 12 dimR(T2n) with ch(piG) ∈ H0(T2n,Q), and K0(T2n) ∼= Z2
2n−1
is torsion free.
Thus Lemma 2.2 applies and gives precisely the containment needed.
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Proof of Theorem 1.3/1.6. Both of these statements follow from Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 2.8/2.9.
Remark 5.5. The simplest special case I = {(1, 1)} with r = 1 of Theorem 5.4 itself gives a counterexample of
the conjecture of Ghys mentioned at §1 which is worth considering explicitly. This counterexample essentially
appeared in [CPS14] and [Mun14] but in a much less explicit form. In this case, the rank 2 vector bundle
piG = pif ⊕ pi⊗−1f over T2 works at (12) (more precisely, pif = pil, B = {−1}, but piχ is the trivial line bundle,
hence can be omitted). For this piG (considered as a smooth real vector bundle) we can explicitly find two
linearly independent global sections (in the form of two power functions whose branch cuts are different with
suitable weights to assure continuity at the cuts). For any G ∈ S1,1, the orthonormal global sections produced
by the unitary frame bundle at Lemma 2.2 actually give a faithful G-action on T2 × SU(2), the special unitary
group as expected from [Mun14, Lemma 2.2].
All in all, for any E(d, j) from (2) a concrete embedding % : E(d, j)→ Diff(T2 × SU(2)) is given by
%(α) : (τ, θ, S) 7→ (µdτ, θ, Aτ,θS), %(β) : (τ, θ, S) 7→ (τ, µdθ,Bτ,θS), %(γ) : (τ, θ, S) 7→ (τ, θ, Cτ,θS) (13)
where Aτ,θ, Bτ,θ, Cτ,θ ∈ SU(2) are defined depending on arg(θ) ∈ [0, 2pi) as
arg(θ) ∈ Aτ,θ Bτ,θ Cτ,θ
[0, pid ) M
j Qτ,θT
−1
τ M M
d
[pid , 2
pi
d ) M
j T d−1τ M M
d
[2pid , 3
pi
d ) Qτ,θM
jQ−1τ,θ T
d−1
τ MQ
−1
τ,θ Qτ,θM
dQ−1τ,θ
[3pid , 2pi) M
j T−1τ M M
d
for the following special unitary matrices
Tτ =
(
τ 0
0 τ−1
)
, M =
(
µd2 0
0 µ−1d2
)
, Qτ,θ =
1
4θ2d
(
τd(θd + 1) θd − 1
τd(θd − 1) θd + 1
)(
θd + 1 τ−d(θd − 1)
θd − 1 τ−d(θd + 1)
)
.
Since this class contains every extra-special (hence non-abelian) group of order p3, Diff(T2 × SU(2)) is not
Jordan. On the other hand, note that the validity of the embeddings (13) can be verified (independently of the
whole paper) using plain matrix algebra checking the relations Qµdτ,θ = Qτ,θ = Qτ,µdθ, Qτ,1 = T
d
τ , Qτ,µ2d = 1,
Tµdτ = M
dTτ .
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